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				It’s Time to Upgrade your Windows!
						





WINTER DEAL. Get 30% OFF on our products.

Get up to $40,000 Canada Greener Home Loan
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Get a FREE Quote.
Let our windows replacement program helps you increase the energy efficiency of your home and save money!
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Benefits of an Energy-Efficient Home

	Help stop climate change
	More comfortable home
	More affordable home
	Healthier planet


LIMITED TIME OFFER: 30% Off On All Products
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More Detailed Information



















Expertly Installed Window and Doors for a Comfortable & Secure Home
		





Our Windows Replacement Service Brings You Peace Of Mind!
		





Window And Door Specialist is dedicated to bringing the best new innovations in window
and doors to market at an affordable price.
						









Check Out Our Windows and Doors Products
						





Elevate your living spaces with our premium window and door products that seamlessly blend innovation and aesthetics.
Discover a range of modern and timeless designs tailored to exceed expectations.
						











		

		














Introducing the Innovative Hybrid Window Frame: Uniting Strength, Efficiency, and Style
Window And Door Specialist takes pride in our innovative approach to window frame design, utilizing a performance-modified vinyl construction. Our unique design combines a steel and aluminum skeleton, encased in high-quality vinyl (U-PVC), offering the perfect blend of strength, durability, and energy efficiency.
In the ever-changing weather conditions of the Toronto region, our windows provide exceptional insulation, ensuring optimal thermal performance throughout the year. By incorporating a combination of robust materials, we create a barrier against extreme temperatures, keeping homes comfortable and energy-efficient regardless of the season.
In addition to the advanced materials, we have redefined traditional frame aesthetics with our ultra-slim design. By minimizing the frame size, we maximize the glass surface area, resulting in a sleek and contemporary look. This modernized approach not only enhances the visual appeal of our windows but also allows for an abundance of natural light to flood your living space, creating a bright and inviting atmosphere.
With our performance-modified vinyl window frames and ultra-slim design, we set a new standard for style, durability, and energy efficiency. Experience the perfect combination of functionality and aesthetics, ensuring your home remains comfortable, visually stunning, and well-insulated year after year.
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DISCOVER HELPFUL THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT OUR FRONT DOORS
		





We provide all types of stunning exterior doors for your home
Window and Door Specialist, with over two decades of experience, has established itself as a premier provider of Front Entry Custom Entrance Fiberglass Exterior Doors in Toronto and the surrounding regions. Our unwavering commitment to excellence has allowed us to refine the art and science behind these doors, ensuring that we deliver the most stunning and superior products to our valued customers. By choosing Window and Door Specialist as your trusted supplier of Front Entry doors in Toronto, you benefit from a direct manufacturer connection. This direct approach eliminates any intermediaries, guaranteeing you the best possible value by avoiding unnecessary mark-ups and ensuring a seamless purchasing experience.
						





Every exterior door system crafted by Window and Door Specialist embodies the same fundamental quality features that ensure exceptional performance and longevity. Our steel doors are constructed using heavy gauge materials, offering superior insulation and durability, complemented by a white baked-on enamel paint finish for a timeless aesthetic. For those seeking enhanced insulation and aesthetic appeal, our fiberglass doors are the perfect choice, providing both beauty and high resistance to dents.
Incorporating No-Rot composite door frames into our premium line of doors sets us apart. These frames not only boast remarkable resistance to break-ins but are also completely maintenance-free, providing you with peace of mind and long-lasting security. Our commitment to seamless functionality extends to the use of ball bearing hinges, ensuring years of smooth operation.
To withstand heavy traffic and maintain durability, our exterior doors feature a new and improved insulated No-Rot sill. This innovative design element is built to endure, ensuring reliable performance even in demanding conditions. Moreover, our doors are equipped with durable, tight, and UV-resistant weather-stripping throughout, guaranteeing optimal energy efficiency and protection against the elements.
When you choose Window and Door Specialist, you can trust that every aspect of our exterior door systems is carefully crafted to deliver exceptional quality, durability, and functionality. Experience peace of mind and the utmost satisfaction with our meticulously designed doors that offer both style and substance.
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How We Do It









In window and door specialist you would experience a pleasant and smooth purchase journey. As soon as you contact us an expert consultant will be with you in every step from beginning to end.
						






More Detailed Information



















Extend and transform your home by our special porch enclosure service. We bring you extra space to fit your needs.
						





At The Window & Door Specialist, we specialize in sunroom installation. 
		





No matter, what style or size of sunroom you want, our team specialize in installing them all. Each project we undertake is completed with the highest quality, care and precision.
						





From free in-home design consultations to professional installation services, from custom sunrooms to glass porch enclosures, from friendly customer service to affordable sunrooms within a budget, no matter the sunroom service you need, you can always count on us to provide you with the very best in sunroom sales, high quality sunroom service, and professional sunroom installation.
						






























Why Us









+10 reasons why you should choose Window and Door
specialist for your next purchase…
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Much More
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High Energy Efficiency

Our lineup consists of products from the best suppliers who carry the highest standards. Discover our new High Energy Efficient Windows and Doors and save up to 30% on your monthly energy bills.
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Best Value

We believe in QUALITY and REASONABLE pricing. We offer competitive pricing along with guaranteed price matching as well as FREE in-home quoting.
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Life-Time Warranty

Our Windows and Doors are backed by the manufacturers’ exclusive non-prorated lifetime warranty.
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Top Canadian Brand

We have an extensive selection of Windows, Exterior Doors, and Patio doors from the best Canadian manufacturers for every taste and budget.






























Google Reviews









Positive reviews from awesome customers like you help the others just like you to feel confident about choosing Window and Door Specialist. Could you take few seconds to go to Google Review (Click here) and share your happy experiences?
We will be forever grateful. Thank you in advance for helping us out!

						





Window And Door Specialist is dedicated to bringing the best new innovations in windows
and doors to market at an affordable price.
						

















     Excellent  
     Based on 50 reviews 
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   Richard Ngun 
 2022-05-20
 
 
  I had 3 bay windows replaced with triple glazed units in my bathroom reno. Kian was very helpful in recommending that the large unit be one piece and to make one of the smaller windows operable. He also let me know that there is a government rebate and who to contact in that regard. Pricing and workmanship was very good.
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   Eileen McAuley 
 2022-03-16
 
 
  Very pleased with this company and its service - window retrofit, new door and new storm door; all questions answered readily, delivery and installation was performed  with professionalism and care. I would recommend this company.
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   Farshid Sabouri 
 2022-01-03
 
 
  Recently replaced three (3) front windows. Quick response and professional service is provided. On time delivery and very smooth process from the beginning to the end. If needed I will be a returning customer and I recommend them for the business.
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   Saeed Molai 
 2021-11-22
 
 
  Very professional and great services that Ali provided to me from Windows and Doors Specialist. I highly recommend them for your work.
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   Carolyn Mably 
 2021-11-04
 
 
  I recently used Window and Door Specialist to replace my front door, including a storm door. I shopped around and choose them because they offered the most competitive pricing, and the sales process was very well managed. Ali came and measured my door and provided me with options on different doors, glass inserts and hardware. I had many questions, and all were answered promptly. I was very pleased with the installation as well, and Jack did a very nice job. I would recommend Window and Door Specialist and definitely use them again.
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   Hoda Najafi 
 2021-09-20
 
 
  very professional, good price, patient and full of great ideas.
I do recommend!
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   reza farshifarid 
 2021-07-23
 
 
  Worked with Ali,
He was very pacient with me from beginning to educate me from  the design and material to find the right installer(It is difficult when are not sure what exactly you want)
Highly recommended.
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   Katie C 
 2021-07-23
 
 
  The doors we bought were installed on time and look great. Jack did the installation and was friendly and knowledgeable. Would recommend for any window or door replacement.
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   Mark Freeman 
 2021-04-28
 
 
  I am very happy with the service. First, the initial response  was fast and courteous. Second all questions were answered with patience. Third the work was done for a fair price, and with great skill. I was so pleased with the windows, that I ordered doors also. Highly recommend this team; they’re great.
  
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
 



















Our Brands









Window And Door Specialist is dedicated to bringing the best new innovations in windows
and doors to market at an affordable price.
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We Have Provided A Diversity Of Energy Efficient Vinyl
		





And Aluminum Windows, Steel And Fiberglass Doors, Porch Enclosures In One Big Showroom
						












Contact Us






























LATEST FROM OUR WINDOW AND DOORS BLOG
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Energy Efficient Vinyl Windows and Doors			




February 22, 2024		

No Comments		



Energy Efficient Vinyl Windows and Doors Introduction to Energy Efficient Vinyl Windows and Doors In today’s world, where sustainability and energy efficiency are becoming increasingly




Read More »		
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Unlocking Elegance and Security: The Irresistible Benefits of Upgrading Your Doors and Windows			




December 19, 2023		

No Comments		



Unlocking Elegance and Security: The Irresistible Benefits of Upgrading Your Doors and Windows In our ever-evolving world, where advancements in technology and design are constant,




Read More »		
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Door Replacement: A Gateway to Home Transformation			




November 17, 2023		

No Comments		



Door Replacement: A Gateway to Home Transformation Introduction Embarking on a journey to enhance your home’s aesthetics and functionality? Look no further than door replacement.




Read More »		
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Headquarter & Showroom
		







			

						
604 Edward Avenue Unit #3 
 Richmond Hill, ON - L4C 9Y7

	


						
(905) 770-3719


	


						
(905) 770-9834










London Branch
		





	

						
1681 Seymour Crescent
 London, ON – N6G 5N5

	


						
1-877-406-6999










Showroom Hours
		





Monday to Friday: 10am to 6pm
Saturday: 10am to 2pm with Appointment
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© Copyright 2024 Window Door Specialist. All Rights Reserved.
						











Many of Our Products are CSA Certified.
						









































































    







